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NAA + RealPage® EasyLMS® = Industry 
Credentials at Your Fingertips
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NAA REPORTING AND TRACKING 
IN EASYLMS 
RealPage—in partnership with the National Apartment 
Association Educational Institute (NAAEI)—provides 
a no-cost option for customers to display their 
employees’ NAA industry credentials on the Learner’s 
home page in EasyLMS.

This makes NAA credentials quick to reference and 
easy to manage.  

Plus, this option allows EasyLMS administrators to 
track and report on the progress and status of NAA 
credentials with data that’s automatically updated on 
a weekly basis. 

NAA-APPROVED CEC OPTIONS
RealPage also provides NAA-approved courseware 
that can be used to satisfy a portion of Continuing 
Education Credits (CEC) for a variety of certifications. 
It’s part of the EasyLMS platform and available at no 
additional cost.  

This gives your teams the opportunity to maintain and 
expand their NAA industry credentials, and it can be  
viewed directly in EasyLMS when the NAA feature is  
enabled for your company. 

CEC courses available through EasyLMS can be used for 
the renewal of any of the following credentials:

• CALP (Certified Apartment Leasing Professional)

• CAMT (Certificate for Apartment Maintenance Technician)

• AIME (Apartment Institute for Maintenance Excellence)

• CAM (Certified Apartment Manager)

• CAPS (Certified Apartment Portfolio Supervisor)

JUST LIKE THE NAME SAYS: EASYLMS  
We make it easy to find—and do—what you need.

RealPage EasyLMS is the only provider in the industry  
with the capability for customers to access no-cost CEC 
courseware, view their NAA industry credentials, pull  
reports and track the status of credentials—all directly  
within the platform.

“The partnership between RealPage EasyLMS® and NAAEI enables our employees to easily manage and maintain 
their NAA industry credentials which helps ensure our teams stay current and active within our industry. With our 
ability to quickly run reports and gain insights on the status of our employees’ credentials, we’re now able to help 

support them in their efforts to keep their credentials current. With no additional cost associated with this feature, 
it creates a high impact and value-add for BH Management team members – a win-win!”

- Christi Weinstein, VP Support Operations, with BH Management Services


